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x64 Pt-BR.1. Field of the Invention This invention relates
to an electrophotographic type image forming apparatus,
and particularly, to an image forming apparatus using an

intermediate transfer member. 2. Related Background Art
In an image forming apparatus of an electrophotographic
type such as a copying machine, printer, facsimile and a

multifunction machine having functions of those and using
an electrophotographic process, there are known a charging

process for uniformly charging a surface of an image
bearing member by a charging means, an exposing process
for forming an electrostatic latent image by an image light

corresponding to image information according to the
charging, a developing process for forming a toner image
by adhering a toner according to the electrostatic latent

image on the surface of the image bearing member
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(hereinafter, referred to as a “charging-exposing-
developing process”), a transfer process for transferring the
toner image onto a recording medium such as a recording

sheet to form an image, and a fixing process for fusing and
affixing the image on the recording medium to fix the

image. The image forming apparatus of the
electrophotographic type is typically classified into a one-
component developing type image forming apparatus of a

non-contact developing system in which a developing
material (hereinafter, referred to as a “toner”) is not

brought into contact with a surface of an image bearing
member and a two-component developing type image

forming apparatus in which a developing material
(hereinafter, referred to as a “toner”) is brought into

contact with a surface of an image bearing member. In the
two-component developing system, there are known a

cascade type and a magnetic brush type, and those methods
develop toners by adhering the toners to a surface of a

developing sleeve as well as a developing roller. The toner
is relatively easy to be replenished because the developing

material is brought
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